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Campus Center to open soon
By Lisa Zaccagnino
STAFF WRITER
"It still looked like Home Depot,"
said Danielle Torio, '02, "only with carpeting."
Torio, along with many other
Fairfield students, returned from the extended weekend hoping to enjoy all the
amenities of the brand new campus center.
Instead, scaffolding, machinery and
construction workers once again welcomed them back to campus, and the

addition to the John A. Barone Campus
Center remained closed.
"This is a top-quality institution and
we pay top-dollar to go here," said Mark
DeTroia, '05. "It would be nice to have
a completed campus center."
The campus center project has had
numerous completion dates and setbacks
since the ground breaking in the spring
of 2000.
The newest snag in the completion
of the campus center came Tuesday afternoon when the temporary permit to
occupy the first floor was denied, after

an inspection by the Fairfield Fire
Marshall, Captain Steve Lobdell.
"There were still some small outstanding issues that had not been met,"
said James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president for Student Services.
Captain Lobdell was unavailable to
comment as to what those specific issues
were.
At one time the opening for the campus center had been slated for August
2001.
"The biggest disappointment was
not being able to give it to the students

Fairfield community responds
Students react to retaliation against Taliban
By Laura Walsh
ONLINE EDITOR
President Bush has addressed the
nation countless times, asking the
American people for patience and
time, and although his posture and
speech oozed utter confidence, our
nation remains shaken.
Especially now.
For we are at war.
Afghanistan has been bombed
and now it seems that Bush and the
rest of the country, including the community of Fairfield University, must
await to decide what the next step, if
any, should be taken.
"Bush did what was needed to be
done," said Peter Scott, '03. "He gave
the Taliban (government) many
chances to meet his demands and
since they were not met, he had no
other choice but to use air raids. This
was his only option to show that the
United States will not stand for terrorism."
Melissa Thompson, '05, would
agree, although she hopes that Bush
will focus on hurting the Afghanistan
government, rather than civilians. "I
think Bush's support increased as he

quickly implemented the
retaliation. However," I
hope that we do not lose
focus on humanitarianism
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Osama bin Laden, the
prime suspect of financing
the attacks, plans on asAccording to The New York
saulting the United States once again.
"The other day I saw a billboard that Times, law enforcement officials, afpictured a man in a suit wearing an oxy- ter finding the presence of anthrax in
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"In general, I don't feel secure at
A biochemical war is now the subject of concern, especially since one man all," said Scott. "This is a scary time
died from anthrax just this past week and for America because no one knows
another man was diagnosed with havSee "FAIRFIELD" on p. 3
ing spores of the illness.
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on opening day," said Fitzpatrick.
The food service aspect of the renovation did receive clearance on Sunday,
Sept. 2, just two hours before serving the
first meal to the class of 2005. However,
work on the first floor, which will include a commuter lounge, study space
and the offices of campus clubs, continued after students arrival.
Fitzpatrick mentioned previous
problems with electrical workers and
lack of sufficient man power due to demands in the surrounding area as contributing to the delays.
William Schimpf, vice president of
Student Services, added that delivery
schedules have been off since the tragedy of Sept. 11.
"Truck transport has been significantly disrupted delaying many of our
deliveries," said Schimpf.
The University closed the campus
center at the start of the long weekend
in hopes to complete the necessary renovations by Columbus Day. All services
were suspended over the long weekend
and students were forced to make the not
long forgotten hike up to Dolan for
meals.
Mechanics, contractors and electricians worked all weekend, but still came
up short of the Columbus Day opening.
When classes resumed on Tuesday
morning, construction was still in
progress.
"The workmen don't bother me,"
said James Gledhill, '04. "The place just
looks sloppy."
This is not the first construction
project on campus to face delays. The
addition to the Nyselius-Dimenna Library suffered numerous setbacks, including weather and delayed arrival of
furniture and equipment. The oak paneling of the interior walls in the library
added to the delay as well. The library
was also denied a temporary certificate
of occupancy after initial inspections.
Fitzpatrick hopes the campus center will be ready for re-inspection within
the week.
"The students have been unbelievably patient," said Fitzpatrick. "It has
made the whole situation easier to work
with."
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Join one of the fastest growing
investment banks in the world
Are you looking for a dynamic and rewarding career in investment
banking? Do you want to be in a job with responsibility and
opportunity? Do you want to work in an environment where
achievement and reward are naturally connected?
Tr&n you should consider joining 'he
UBS Warburg team.
We are accepting resumes.from the
Class of 2002 interested in full time
Operations positions. Interviews will be
held at Fairfield University on Thursday
November 8,2001.

unlimited

S&UBSWarbuig

We welcome those interested to
apply via your career services office
by Thursday, October 18, 2001.
For further details on all of our
opportunities, please visit the graduate
careers section on our website:
www.ubswarburg.com

Global careers in
investment banking
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We are looking for student workers!
If you are interested in making some extra money,
please call ext. 2392 or
e-mail parentsweekend@mail.fairfield.edu.
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WHAT'S MISSING FROM
YOUR DORM?

TO KXyR A/fW DORM WOM-'
GROUP SPECIAL FOR
6 OR MORE:
$15.00 per person
Includes:
piece (up to $10 value)
& 1 1/2 hours studio time.

what will happen next. I do feel fairly
safe here in Fairfield though."
In conjunction with all law enforcement in the country, Fairfield Security
is in a state of heightened security. According to Frank J. Ficko, the associate
director of Security, Fairfield's officers
are trying to keep a more watchful eye
on things.
"If something were to occur like
what happened on Sept. 11, we would
go into lock up mode," said Ficko. "All
of the entrances would be secured, ex-

cept for the front gate, which would be
monitored by a guard."
In addition, Fairfield University
Security is considered'the Supplemental First Respondents for Fairfield
County. Their medical training and background enables them to assist the town's
firemen and policemen if anything were
to happen.
"We also have direct contact with
emergency ambulances at Bridgeport
and St. Vincent hospitals," said Ficko.
"We have everything we need if an emergency should arise, but I hope we won't
ever have to exploit these capabilities."

SIGN ON TO FAIRFIELDS
PAPERLESS NEWSPAPER.
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BRING YOUR OWN
FOODS* BEVERAGE..
MAKE IT A PARTY!!
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HANDS ON POTTERY
1700 POST ROAD FAIRFIELD, CT 06432
PH. (203) 319-1273

***ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS,
ACAPULCO, FLORIDA &
MARDIGRAS. REPS NEEDED...
TRAVEL FREE, EARN $$$.
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-38-8203 /
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
WANTED: Work-at-home Mom
seeks sitter for two-year-old son in her
Redding home. Mornings preferred.
Looking for a minimum of three days
per week. Must have own car. Please
call Karen @ 203.938-2319 if interested.
***ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, GET A
COUPON... GO TO
SPRINGDICOUNTS.COM OR
CALL 800-584-7502.

HAVINGA GREAT TEACHERIT'S AS IMPORTANT AS BEING ONE
If you want to change lives, we have a few things to teach
you. Fordham is the only institution in New York City
accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education and offers 40+ masters and doctoral
options in Curriculum and Teaching, School Leadership or
Psychology. Our flexible class schedules, convenient
Lincoln Center and Westchester campuses, and distinctive
education in the Jesuit tradition can help you reach your
goals ... and maybe even set some new ones.
www.fordham.edu/gse

FORDHAM
Grididi School of Edaoallon

TEACH TO LEARN

Log on!

ADS

tA*tir

For more information, call
the Office of Admission in
Manhattan at 212-636-6400
or inTarrytown, NY at 914332-6003 or visit our website
at www.fordham.edu/gse
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Fairfield security increases
presence on and off campus
Continued from p. 1
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Loving young family in Weston. Fulltime, live out nanny for our wonderful
three year old son. Flexible hours,
some overnights. Salary and transportation negotiable. Daily phone: (203)
226-9939.
Evening phone: (203) 226 - 9148
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a
detail oriented, computer proficient
individual to assist in the areas of
internet research, database management, special projects, as well to aid in
supporting the company's most
strategic agendas. If you have strong
interpersonal and administrative skills,
an energetic disposition and a selfdriven attitude, we would like to speak
with you. Please fax resume to (203)
961-7001, or
email ll@rmginc.net

HELP WANTED: Marketing &
promotional agency seeks well-spoken,
responsible individuals for promotions
in Connecticut's hottest bars & night
clubs! Must have your own transportation. Excellent Pay!! 1-888-4-Promo•
tions/1-888-477-6668
Spring Break -! Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $459. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group - earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800-GETSUN-1
Party Planners, Promoters,
Bartenders, Waitstaff!
Returning to New York Area over
Thanksgiving Break? Great people,
Good $$! Must be 21 years old!
Call (212) 696-7364 or fax
(212) 861-2149 Attention: Amanda Email Resume:
www.thirdeditionenterprises@hotmail.com
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other
world wide destinations cheap. Book
tickets online www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.
SUMMER BABYSITTER! Fairfield
family looking for full-time (MondayFriday 8am -5:30 pm), responsible fun
sitter for 2 boys, aged 5 and 10. Begin
June 20. Must have own car, references,
non-smoker, salary negotiable. Please
call 203-371-8951 after 6 pm or weekends, 203-750-5453 weekdays.
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red Cross Senior Life Saving
Certificate. One season experience as
working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call 203-5317480 for interview.
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josh O'Connell's

uestions
This week: Sal Shiekh
Fairfield Beach Security Guard

1. Besides being able to flirt with
all the beach honeyz (especially
Maria DeRuccio, our Associate
Managing Editor), are there any
perks to your job?
I didn't know I was supposed to flirt!
But I like this job.

8. What would you say is the most
important element of your position,
other than confiscating the ping pong
balls at a Beirut game?
Throwing the guys out and keeping the
girls in! (laughs) No seriously, I'm here
to protect the students who live here.

2. Do you think that you'd be able
to block a boat of students if they
washed ashore looking for a party?
Yes I can. I have.

9. Do you ever feel fenced in?
(long pause) No.

3. Is it difficult personally to have
to break up a party, or does it give
you the rush students inside the
beach houses are trying to get
themselves while at that party?
I warn [the students] before the
party's broken up so they can break it
up themselves.
4. Scarier possibility: a mob of
drunk 1 airfield students or a mob
of angry Fair field residents?
A little bit of both, but when some
kids get drunk, they're crazy. The
people around here who live here
warn me. I'm more likely to argue
with a drunk kid.
5. Are the beach students as bad as
the townspeople make them out to
be sometimes, in your opinion?
No. They're good people.
You can stop sucking up now.
6. What do you do when you're not
Sal the Security Guard?
I spend my time with my son, Daniel.
I go biking and go to the gym.
7. Do you get all screwed up
sleepwise working the type of hours
that you do?
It's all fun. No problems. You lose
sleep watching the girls coming and
going - you don't need sleep.

10. Other than the jealousy you
probably feel when you see college
students in their element, what is the
biggest downside to your job?
One of the kids came in and wanted to
hit me with a rock. I didn't know about
it until later though.

15. Did you buy me a Christmas gift
yet?
(laughs) No. I mean who's gonna buy...
Hey now...
It's so stupid to ask! I hope I could get
some.
I know someone who's not getting one
from me, anyway...

18. Scarier movie: Hannibal or
any movie starring Carrot Top?
Carrot Top is much scarier. I hate
that commercial.

16. Which artist should just stop
recording music?
[Anything that's] strong rap music. I
can't handle that.

20. Any last words?
God Bless America.

17. Should America go to war over the
events of September 11?
Yes. Terrorists have to pay the price.
You just made up for the baton
question.

19. What do you say to all your
fans out there?
Love me.

20 Questions is always looking for
its next victim subject. Got any
ideas for either participants or
questionsfor the interview? E-mail
him at webmaster@in-pursuit.net
and he may plagiarize your idea for
a future interview!

11. Do you get to carry a baton and
wear a hat and cool stuff like that, or
are you like one of those wimpy 70
year old night watchmen who walk
around all macho until they have to
actually handle something, and then
prove to barely outrun a snail?
I've got a cool flash light. I've got a
baton but I can't show you.
Yeah. Save it for Maria.
12. What's your favorite part of your
work week?
Saturdays. Busy night, more fun to yell
at the kids.
13. Does mall security, like what you
see at the Trumbull Mall, give people
like yourself a bad name?
A lot of freshmen can't tell the difference
between security and the cops. I work
for them, but I'm not a cop.
14. Let's play the pyramid: sand,
broken glass, crabs...
At the beach.
I'm sorry - the correct answer was
things that could hurt my feet. BUZZ!

A full year's worth of questions are in our online archives!

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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* SHOT
by Maryn Mikula & Julie McDermott

It's unfortunate that it sometimes takes a tragedy for us to look at our own lives
in different perspectives. Sept. 11 has affected all of our lives in many different
ways. It has helped me to get over my own insignificant troubles and worries, and
to realize the important aspects of life.
It reminds me of a time in high school, where a friend randomly handed me a
piece of cardboard with a poem on it. On the back it said, "Thank you for always
putting your heart out to me. You are such an angel."
Afterwards, I never asked her about it, and silently kept it as a compliment.
But I still didn't know exactly what to take from it. Not until now, especially after
Sept. 11, do I realize that it is one of the best gifts I could ever receive..
Shout out to: Big Chris
Promise Yourself
To be so strong that nothing can disturb your peace of mind.
To talk health, happiness, and prosperity to every person you meet.
To make all your friends feel that there is something in them.
To look at the sunny side of everything, and make your optimism come true.
To think only of the best, to work only for the best, and expect only the best.
To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as you are about your own.
To forget the mistakes of the past
and press on to the greater achievement of the future.
To wear a cheerful countenance at all times
and give every living creature you meet a smile.
To give so much time to the improvement of yourself
that you have no time to criticize others.
To be too large for worry, too noble for anger, too strong for fear,
and too happy to permit the presence of trouble...
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by Rita Verdirame

This Week: The Levee
The Levee is an alternative for those
who want something different than
cafeteria food. When you're too lazy to
make a sandwich, you can go there and
have it made for you.
If you're one of those people who
like eating in your room, you can go to
the Levee and get something made for
you to take out-unlike Barone, where the
lunch women go irate when you attempt
to take food out of the cafeteria.
Anything you can get at the coffee
counters you can get there, and they're
also open late night.
One thing I always hear at the Levee
is, "When the %#$@ are they going to
call my number?" 7
It never fails: your number can be
50, and they'll call 48, 49, 51, and 52.
They'll call 50 after you've walked
around and eaten 3 bags of chips and a
soda in the meantime.
You're now on line paying for your
sandwich and 800 other empty bags of
something or other (yeah, don't you look

cool now?).
A downside to going to the Levee,
as opposed to Barone, is the prices. At
the cafeteria, food is unlimited at one
swipe of your card.
At the Levee, everything has an
individual price. Since Stag Bucks are
limited, and a hot commodity, you're
likely to run out of them before the end
of the semester. Ration those Stag
Bucks!
I find it hysterical that people go
shopping on their stag cards when
they're at the Levee. You know who they
are-the ones you see carrying the big
white shopping bags (usually filled with
juice, milk, a couple of sandwiches for
lunch and dinner, etc).
The same people usually try to stock
up on necessities for the room-they grab
handfuls of napkins, plastic ware, and
straws.
TIP: DON'T GO SHOPPING ON
THE STAG CARD. The Levee is a
place to eat, not Stop & Shop.

Cheers
Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: Box AA

to dance parties at 153...to get better
bears...to Belmar NJ...to North
Carolina
TAKE YOUR SHIRT
OFF!... to Nat's NY hookup...to party
balls...to loving JAH...to talking to
Don... to registered eclipse's... to the
beenie concert... to NY budz... vanilla
dutch masters...to Lifer, Dope, and Cold
on
a
Wednesday
night
in
poughkeepsieL.to tripping face...to the
hottie cheeleader in economics of
sport...to a crazy weekend...to Jose
Cuervo on a drunk Sunday...to KC and
Twister...to Mondays off...to Fanta...to
heat in the apartments...to no more
bunked beds...to A&S lunches...to
Lewis' drunken phone calls...to Waldos
WITH meatballs...to saving good
parking spots... to 311...to making it
there and back without getting lost...to
the snooze button...to chap stick...to
Dawson's Creek...to good hair days...to
seeing your crush when you're not
prepared and pulling it off smoothly...to
road trips...to easy mac... to yeast
infections...to the huge feast from
Fredrico's...to going home this
weekend...to stocking up the room with
food...to dad for sending me back with
alcohol!...to friends who come up to
visit...to Steph my editor because she's
the greatest!...to Jess for taking us
tanning...to finally getting a fake id...to
being able to buy beer in New Y ork
24/7...to finally being a blonde
again...to Chas being on the Ham
Channel...to serendipity...to chewing

gum...to not slipping in the shower...to
monopoly...to pretty markers and even
prettier signs...to finding the cd
collection...to holiday socks...to squeaky
sneakers...to the Marlboro Man...to the
happy little Honda...to a party at the
library all week...to getting all the
laundry done...to getting the living
situation settled...to my new purple
blanket...to the coolest lunch table,
minus the noodles...to the Friends dvd
set...to Susan's baked ziti...to Mike's
18th, have a happy...to perfectly perfect
eyebrows...to the man who knew
much...to the pictures in the
bathroom...to babysitting for the cutes
most well-behaved kids ever...to finall)
getting a job that fits the hectic
schedule...to greek salads being bette
than caesar...to eating so much anc
loving every minute of it...to "1
baby"...to bike rides...to going home fo
the ITALIAN satllion holiday... tc
coming home to the beach... to apple
crisp and apple pie invasion at the
Loudhouse... to tappin' that a (double
scribble)... to macking it at the mirror.,
to Ethan's hotness in his beard... tc
Campion's residence life... to cheap
cigars... to white wine... to Sal, that he
little security guard at the beach... tc
Betty White- what a babe!... to Gene
Rayburn the stud muffin... to lighting
farts on fire... to Peterson being a stud,
to pump and dump... to the returr
Mamster... to Estella's big head... tc
fupa... Lil' Norby and the Astronauts
rendition of Sweet Lady... to Lil'Norby..
to your feminist best friend yelling "kil
the dumb broade"... toMaria's spanking
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to flat party balls...to boyfriends...to the
beach being dry... to lynn trying to beat
me up...to my boyfriend finding $&@!
all over my toilet this morning...to
hoping the guidos from last night didn't
find the S&@! on the toilet...to no one
staying around this weekend...to not
having the courage to talk to the hottie
in economics of sport...to eating too
much...to spending all my money for the
semester already...to unpacking...to
making beds...to no gum...to spilled iced
tea...to getting yelled at while grocery
shopping...to a YES to Eggos and a NO
to Fluff...to a smelly ass in produce...to
three hour traffic...to expensive
stereos...to beeping phones...to the
singing boy next door...to package slips
on Friday...to the crazy professor who
blew up in class...to never ending
fevers...to road rage...to being sick of my
cds...to stuffy noses...to load after load
of laundry...to skirts in cold weather...to
sneezing non-stop...to resumes...to there
not being enough time in the day...to
carrying heavy things up the stairs...to
going to the library...to the phenomenon
of hairballs...to people with garlic
breath...to dry hair...to cutting my thumb
on glass...to bandaid marks... to the
masturbator...to not having dinner at the
0'Connells...to paranoia...to messy
roommates...to bad booty calls...to shoes
that break while you're walking...to
getting no play this weekend...to not
being able to find a bar without a cop in
front of it...to the lame party scene at
FairfiekL.to being broke all the time...to
guys who run their mouths...to cross
eved stalkers...to blemishes that are

W

impossible to hide...to breaking out the
winter clothes...to making 4 trips back
and forth to the car to get all the stuff
in...to sore arms the next day...to no
elevators...to getting locked out—
twice...to the person who keeps writing
"lame"...to red pens...to Spanish
quizzes...to being made a fool of in
class...to broken and dry hair...to ugly
large tattoos that are "forever"...to
IIWitTnirWlcTtl

bunnies...to messy boys...to cleaning
houses for free...to men with mullets
and beards...to cold hands...to people
who hate molly shannon...to
toothaches...to ordering in...to
perverts...to not covering the point
spread...to feeding stray cats...to not
hooking up in the mirror office last
year...to the missing link...to coming
home to a broken screen and broken
door... to blame... to Sean's pit stains...
to a disappointing Serendipity... to
Vanna White's laziness... to no plans
for the weekend... to people asking why
you don't have a boyfriend... to the
stupid science core... to yellow teetheww, brush them!... not getting any
tossed salad... to on-campus beach
wanna-bes... to Jaywalking tickets from
Fairfield robocops... to beer balls... to
padded bras... to big stomachs hanging
over low cut jeans... to annoying
persistent rashes... to freaking cold
weather... to STILL being single... to
writing scholarship essays... to making
up class work... to sloppy drunks...

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
contributions of its reader:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
emailed to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu or submitted through our
website: www.fairfieldrnirror.corn. Once recieved, all letters
become property of The Mirror. There are no guarantees of
publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for
content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of
obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and
factual information.
The Mirror is located in the basement of Kostka Hall

" letters to the editor]

Apparently our poll
Apathy, be gone! numbers aren't lying
[editorial]

A nationally ranked men's soccer team. Recording artists and speakers known around the world. Excursions to
Broadway shows and sporting events. What's missing
from all these events? Only one thing, a full house of students in participation.
A number of colleges across the country have problems with apathy among their student bodies. But few
have the same caliber of entertaining and informative
events and guests that Fairfield can promote. But where
are the students?
If anything, the university should try and be more
adept at planning events around students' lives. Dar Williams came here on a night when most students were leaving for Columbus Day Weekend. And, while the administration or FUSA may not like to admit it, turnout for
campus sponsored events is not going to be huge on Friday or Saturday nights.
If the success of free bowling has taught us anything,
it is that events will be attended if students are not worried about what they are missing at the townhouses or
beach.
Want to see a huge turnout? Here are The Mirror s
tips to end student apathy:
D Schedule a famous (famous, not a hypnotist) comic
on a Wednesday night.
1 Offer all you can tailgate parties for a small fee at
every football game, not just alumni weekend.
3 Turn the Levee into an actual "pub" instead of an
overpriced eatery.
Z\ Schedule movies that you can't rent at Blockbuster
in Gonzaga.
□ Put up money for Jack Welch-caliber speakers at
our "Open Visions" forum. U.N. Ambassadors may be
neat, but they don't fill seats with students.
3 Most importantly, lighten up. Turnout for campus
weekend events is poor because they are viewed as the
anti-drinking activities.
The college years, at least at Fairfield, offer opportunities unheard of to individuals not fortunate enough to
attend a quality institution that offers such chances. Unfortunately, though, most of the student body is letting
these opportunities pass them by. Maybe it's time to rethink how we run these events.

•To the Editor:
I would think that the truth
would be much more appreciated by prospective students as
well as the parents of these students.
Let's say you're an incoming freshman. During your tour
of the campus several months
beforehand, your guide painted
a beautiful, ideal picture of Fairfield—a Utopia of educational
bliss.
However, upon your arrival
you find your dream college to
be the complete antithesis of

your expectations (and the expectations of your parents).
A tour guide should be
honest and informative. The
purpose of a campus tour given
by a current student is to provide prospective freshmen with
a student's point of view. Well,
that's whaU thought.
The information that Sean
Hayes provided in his tours
was apparently information the
student felt was pertinent to his/
her decision of whether or not
to attend this university.
The tour guides should

AID the students with this decision rather than confuse them
with a lot of rhetoric.
I'm pretty sure incoming
students would like to know
what they're getting into before
they put down the money for an
education.
If the idiom "liar, liar, pants
on fire" holds any weight in this
argument, I'm afraid there may
be a few tour guides with
charred Jockeys.
Sincerely,
Kristen Romanelli '03

From Florence, with love
To the Editor:
We are the students who
traveled abroad for a semester in
Florence, Italy, (among other
places) venturing out from home
to experience and consume a different culture for a four-month
period.
We were busy in our new
classrooms, trying to keep up
with the broken English of our
Italian professors. Then a plane
flew into the World Trade Center. In an instant, students were
barging into the classrooms relating the news of a bombing.
First reaction was doubt and
uncertainty. We needed confirmation of a tragedy. Other students from the city broke into
tears, fearing the worst.
How could this be happening? We had just left there and
things were fine. We wondered
what was happening to our families and friends. We wondered

Poll results from last week:

Should tour guides tell the truth?
opinions matter

92%
*No, they are representatives of the university
and should not speak outside those interests

who was doing this, and why.
We asked the same questions
as everyone in America, but
with a greater terror. We were
4,000 miles, six hours, and an
entire ocean away from everything. Mainly our homes, and
there was no way of getting
there—until Christmas.
In the following hours, a
spectrum of emotions no
American experienced swept
through everyone. It was chaos,
horror, and panic, with no one
available to answer our questions. The greatest problem was
that our cell phones wouldn't
connect to America. We had no
contact home. Immediately we
prayed for the safety of everyone.
Meanwhile, in the streets
of Florence, life went on peaceful and normal. We were alone
with this hell, paralyzed with
fear. Eventually, like everyone
else, the news became a reality
and we were forced to move
on. The trip had lost its initial
magic. We needed to be home,
you couldn't feel a hug through
a cell phone.
Feeding off of each other's
energy and spirit pulled us
through such a dark period.
Together, we could share
memories of the place we loved
and lived in.
At first, we feared our position here. Americans in a foreign nation, walking targets.
Our families feared for our
safety, warning us of danger
facing Americans everywhere.

This increased our dependency
on each other. Seeing fellow
Americans, even tourists, was a
welcoming, friendly sign, and a
chance to be reminded of home.
Lately we have become
bolder. We wear Yankees hats
or red, white, and blue cloths—
subtle signs of our patriotism
and support. Italy's support reassures us in a time of separation and vulnerability.
Encouraging news arrives
from home. National spirit is at
an all time high. Tremendous
generosity is on display for the
relief efforts. People are returning to work and daily routines.
Baseball and football has resumed action, and Michael Jordan has come back.
This type of news helps to
ease our pains and worries. We
are moving on too. Rejoining
the life of Italy. Everyday we
can travel, see the sights, enjoy
the nightlife, all with the goal
of bringing the benefits of this
experience home.
That is where we belong.
Home. We wish we could be
there to waive our flag or sing
"The Star Spangled Banner."
Everyday we pray for the safety
and health of our family and
friends. Soon we will return
home to them. We thank God
for that. We thank God for our
loved ones. We thank God for
our freedom. We thank God for
America.
Sincerely,
Michael Botticello '02
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Greyhound ain't great
Gwen Nolan
STAFF WRITER
Like most Fairfield students I decided to take respite this past weekend
far from the newly seeded lawns of Fairfield. Destination: Middlebury Vermont. There I planned to visit a friend
and take some picturesque hikes with a
view of the highly acclaimed Vermont
foliage. A relaxing trip was just what I
thought I needed before I ventured into
the two week period of papers and mid
terms.
Being a poor sophomore, I lack a
car. Unwilling to waste a day of travel
on returning home to take the car up
from Boston, I decided to take a bus. A
Greyhound bus.
I logged on to greyhound.com
where I typed in my departure city
(Bridgeport, CT), and my destination
(Rutland, VT). I was pleasantly surprised to learn that Greyhound could get
me there, and in just seven hours. I
was not deterred that the bus would take
a extra two and a half hours more than
if I was to drive straight from Fairfield.
I figured that I could get some studying
done and catch up on a few essential
Z's.
Unfortunately however in order to
buy tickets online you must purchase
them 10 days in advance. I called ahead
to the Bridgeport terminal and they confirmed that I would be able to buy the
round trip tickets the day of my departure.
Thursday afternoon rolled around
and after spending close to $20 on a cab
to the bus station (because the fuss bus
doesn't run anymore), I was successfully able to buy my round trip ticket to
Rutland Vermont for $108. That definitely put a hurt in thenon existent balance of my bank account.
It took me about a half hour of sitting in the Bridgeport bus terminal before I realized that the bag next to me
on the chair was coated with flies and
no one had yet to sit by it. I relocated
myself outside, where I waited for a bus
that was a half hour late.
On board I was pleasantly surprised
by the cleanliness and overall courtesy
of the bus driver. Extra precautions
were taking to match passengers up with
their tickets due to the stabbing incident
the prior day.
Onward we went now 45 minutes
behind schedule. When the bus exited
the highway I assumed we had to make
another stop. Instead the bus driver
stopped at a Roy Rogers where he got
out had a cigarette and ordered some
food. When we arrived in Hartford we
were an hour behind schedule. Many
passengers on board had missed their
connections. They were told new buses
would be leaving in the hour.

Luckily for me I was to stay on the
same bus which would eventually go to
Vermont.
After a 15 minute break the bus left
Hartford station and headed toward
Springfield, MA. There were three men
sitting to the right of me. All talking on
their cell phones. The bus driver requested that the man closest to him turn
off his cell phone and stated that it was
company policy.
Soon the bus driver realized that another man was using his cell phone and
requested that he also shut it off. This
man became enraged and refused to shut
off the cell phone stating that there was
no reason why he should. After the driver
informed the non compliant rider that the
next stop would then be his final destination the man shut his cell phone off. Then
the man proceeded to get out of his chair,
curse at the bus driver and asked us all to
bare witness to the fact the bus driver was
racist and had rudely demanded that he
turn off his cell phone.
In times like this it is hard to appreciate the drama of a Jane Austen book
assigned for my Lit. class.
Things settled down and finally we
arrived at 7 p.m., just 20 minutes behind
schedule in Brattleboro, VT.
Here I was suppose to catch another
bus to my final destination. My scheduled layover time was suppose to be a
half hour. As the doors of the bus open
and I exit to the Brattleboro Transit station I realize two things, the transit station was a trailer in a parking lot behind
a gas station and the trailer was closed.
Four white plastic chairs were kindly
placed outside for those waiting for connecting buses.
I was relieved when someone else
exited the bus and sat in a white chair
with me. Unfortunately he was only there
for 10 minutes, then his taxi came.
So there I sat all alone behind a gas
station in front of a trailer waiting in the
freezing cold for a bus that was supposed
to come in a half an hour. I only really
got scared when I had been waiting 45
minutes and the one spotlight shining
from the trailer went out. An hour late,
the bus arrived just as I was about to give
up hope. Frozen, I got on the bus and
was relieved to see that there were plenty
of empty seats.
The bus driver then informed us that
since he was so behind schedule he would
not be stopping at certain stops along the
way.
Luckily only one passenger was inconvenienced by this. Later that evening
I arrived at Brattleboro station eight hours
after having left Fairfield. When my
friend picked me up and wanted to know
how the bus ride was, all I could say was
"long."
Four days later, the Greyhound saga
continued. Next time, I'll walk.

How do you let your
crush know you like them?
By Amy Torchen and Virginia Meade

"Put her on the guest
list at Van Dome and
then tell her you love
her."
*Andy Mastrone '03

"I make funny faces."
*Heidi O'Connell '04

"You embarass yourself "You have to be subtle
in front of them. Like
and sweet. Try and
trip at a party and fall
surprise them with
at their feet."
flowers or something
*Pablo Tamayl '04
special."
*Rip Marini '02

''I/entice them with my "I usually pick out her
big sexy brain and my friends and ask them
to put in a good word
humor."
for me."
*Mari Roig '02
*Alvin Carter '05

Write in to commentary today!
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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By Joshua O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR
"You Are the Weakest Link.
Goodbye!" It's become a national
catchphrase. And now your computer
will be yelling it at you if you can't perform.
A new video game based on the
popular television show "The Weakest
Link" was released this month, and it's
one of the truest games to be issued for
play. With actual recordings of both
Anne Robinson and fictional players, 3D
graphics and realistic sounds, you'll feel
like you're under the hot lights and are
being grilled by Anne herself.
The game plays very much like the
television show but with some minor differences. First, if there are not enough
players to fill the stage, the computer
plays those other players for you, banking and so forth like they would actual
contestants (you can control certain features like if you want to be the one deciding when to bank for everyone).
Secondly, they play with only seven
players vs. the eight on the American
version of the TV show so the game
doesn't take as long. Finally, you are
offered multiple choice answers, which
either provide part or all of the answers
depending on the level of difficulty you

select. Easier levels also offer less options.
Otherwise, the game play, with the
rapid play and quick timer, remain the
same and keep the game moving at a
brisk pace. Anne insults the worse performing players, and the players comment about their loss as they take the
walk of shame off the stage.
The computer game adds an extra
element yet to be seen in America but
has done quite well overseas - you can
play a championship version that has you
beat a series of games as the dollar
amounts continue to rise. Those who
love the game and want a true challenge
can play this version, with offers many
rounds of fun (and passwords if you need
a break and want to come back later).
One other added benefit in the controls is you can select how often questions of certain categories appear by
making their weight in the program more
or less. Want more music questions?
Turn up the entertainment category.
Don't like politics? Lower its weight and
see them appear less often.
The one minor drawback to this
game is the fact that if you get voted out
of the game, you're effectively through
and have to start back from scratch if you
want to play another game. While this
holds true to the game, it can get quite
frustrating when you can't seem to get

to the later levels, especially if you play
a few games in a row.
However, this frustration is just another way the game adds realism, as you
can be certain those on the show share
that frustration when they are voted off.
Overall, "The Weakest Link" offers
incredible sound and graphics, fun
gameplay, and a realistic quality that adds
even more interest to the game. The

questions can be difficult at times and
come from all directions, and Anne is as
ruthless as ever.
The PC version is available already,
and the Playstation version is due out
anytime now. If you don't have enough
abuse in your life and need a bit of extra
stress with the clock ticking, it's time to
head to the computer store for a copy of
this game.

I hope when my journalism career hits its
peak I can host a cheesy show like this too.

Photo: 'Weakest Link' Screen Capture
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Open Visions, the overview
By Gwen Nolan
STAFF WRITER

As part of the Open Visions Forum
this year, Academic Vice President Orin
Grossman will be sharing with the community his love and advanced knowledge of music.
Specifically, Grossman will be lecturing on the famous composers George
Gershwin and Isaac Albeinz.
To end the fall semester, Ambassador Richard C. Holbrooke has accepted
the invitation to address the Fairfield
community. Holbrooke was the former
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
confirmed in 1999.
Author of the best selling book "To
End a War," Holbrooke has first-hand
knowledge in overseas affairs. In 1966
he served as a member of President
Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam Staff. Under President Carter, he was Assistant
Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs.

During his time in the East Asia Bureau, the United States was able to establish full diplomatic relations with
China. Holbrooke served on a special
presidential envoy to Bosnia and
Kosovo, where he negotiated the October 1998 agreement, and after it was violated, delivered the final ultimatum to
Belgrade on March 23,1999, prior to the
NATO bombing campaign.
Ambassador Holbrooke's lecture
entitled "Humanitarian Challenges for
World Diplomacy" is the Fourth Annual
Jacoby-Lunin Humanitarian Lecturer.
The Ambassador will be addressing his
experience in overseas affairs. The pertinence of his experiences should be reason enough to come -listen to one of the
highest and most influential diplomats
of our era.
So now you see one of the benefits
of paying such an outrageously high tuition. We have the opportunity to be
exposed to some of the more powerful
and insightful minds of today. While
tickets are expensive to the general public, we as students are given either free
tickets at our
professors' request, or a
minimum rate
for students.
Come
learn something. Come
ask
something. Open
Visions. The
purpose of
Open Visions
is to expose
Fairfield University and the
rest of the
Fairfield community to the
life of the
mind. From

poets to politicians every speaker shares
his or her views on art, politics, finances
and the world from past to present.
Open Visions has encompassed a
broader spectrum of speakers this year.
Already we ve heard from royalty, Her
Royal Highness Princess Michael of
Kent, who schooled us in her advanced
knowledge of royal history.
Sunday, we heard from Howard
Means , author of "Money and Power:
The History of Business." Means gave
us his insight on the history and tips of
the business world of today.
These two speakers are mere fascination enough, but they are just a prelude to the speakers yet to come.
In times of such worldwide tensions
we look for facts and we look for opinions. On Sept. 11, most of us sat glued
to CNN for three days straight. Jeff
Greenfield, Co-Anchor and Senior Analyst for CNN explains and shares his
opinion with the public as he has done
for the last two decades.
On Sunday, Nov. 4, Mr. Greenfield
will come to Fairfield to share his views
on the political state of our country and
world today. He will enlighten us on the
media and how the role it has played in
politics has evolved over the past few decades.
For those of you interested in journalism, here's your chance to hear from
a media giant of today, and learn how he
got there. If you have any concern or
interest in where we as a nation politically stand, come and listen to
Greenfield.
Imagine interaction with CNN live
coverage. Instead of just watching the
news anchors, you get to ask questions
back!
Open Visions has invited one of our
own to speak on Nov. 9. Orin Grossman,
academic vice president. If for no other
reason, come and tell your parents who
you were able to hear lecture, they will

U.S. Ambassador Holbrooke is
also coming to campus.
be happy knowing that their money has
been well spent.
For tickets call The Quick Center at
254-4010. Student tickets are only $5
with I.D.

references?
Well, put them
on paper.
Write for
A&E.
Call Kate at
x7354

The
local
art
scene
Bruce Museum celebrates art in light of recent events
By Kimberly Reidy
STAFF WRITER
With the beautiful fall weather last
weekend, live music in the background,
good food and great art, the Bruce Museums Outdoor Art Festival was a huge
success.
The festival, which took place in
Greenwich, Connecticut, is a yearly occurrence hosted on the grounds of the
museum. It featured a blend of art that
covered all mediums and offered something to fit every taste including photography, etchings, sculpture, abstracts,
landscapes and even a metal T-Rex.
Some of the highlight booths included the one belonging to Robert Cli ve
and Ellen Kostroff, whose work strives
to "combine our art with history and current events."
Many of their pieces consisted of
metal and plaster fibers painted silver
and were noteworthy due to their depiction of the recent terrorist attacks. One

such piece combined historic quotes with
stars painted silver and grouped together
in an effort to evoke patriotism and their
own feelings after the tragedy.
Another artist whose work was very
noteworthy and who also had a piece
dealing with the tragedy of Sept. 11 was
Lubomir Tomaszewski. Aside from being one of the most interesting and informative artists at the festival, his
work was also truly remarkable.
In his piece "Why," he not only explores the great emotionalism of what
happened in New York, but managed
through this simple sculpture to stir great
emotions within the viewer as well.
The piece consists of the Twin Towers done in small scale, as they would
have stood in the skyline. Then in very
large scale looming over the towers is a
ghost like figure (that is really made of
an old log) with hands up-stretched to
the sky, and a metal faceless head attached and looking down onto the city.
Despite its simplicity, I cannot ex-

press enough just how moving this piece
was, as told by the large crowd which
was constantly gathered around it.
The booth of Carolyn Dubiel also
featured some great art, although it may
not have been quite as moving as that of
Tomaszewski's. Dubiel's art is what
many call "found objects art" where the
artist takes everyday objects and arranges them into interesting and eclectic combinations.
I found this booth notable because
her work shows how art is all around us
if we are willing to see it. Pieces such
as her "King of Spades" take the focus
away from the function of objects and
direct our attention to their form.
Dubiel, who "collects anything and
everything," even wires her paintings so
that they may be hung in any direction,
which, like her art, shows that there are
no limits in how (or with what) art can
be composed of or displayed.
One other booth that was a great
example of the strong work at the festi-

val and the wide range of pieces was
Susan Ullmen's paper collages, most
notably "City Scape." It was composed
of paper that she hand-make and designed and then carefully painted. Each
piece is meticulously layered over another, with the result being fantastical
scenes of whimsical cities.
I felt it was refreshing to see a bright
and fun city scene given the recent events
within New York and the resulting somberness. The contrast of Ullmen's collages with recent events really made her
booth stand out to me.
Overall the show was a wonderful
chance to be exposed to many various
types of art at once, and to meet the artists themselves which is always a rare
opportunity to be cherished. If you
missed the festival this year (which I am
assuming is the case) then you can log
onto www.brucemuseum.org for information about next year's show, or visit
the museum yourself, as many of the
artist have pieces within the gallery.

Are you looking for a dynamic and
rewarding career in investment banking?
UBS Warburg is a pre-eminent global financial services firm. Our business encompasses:
Corporate Finance, Finance and Control, Information Technology, Operations and Research,
Sales and Trading.
The key to achieving growth and change is recruiting
the best and brightest people into the inspiring culture,
and giving them every opportunity to succeed. You
will have the freedom to demonstrate your strength
of character in an environment where achievement
and reward are naturally connected. Our firm is
focused on education and this will offer you all the
learning you need - but it will be up to you to turn that
education into your own success story.

Come meet representatives from one of the fastest
growing investment banks in the world to learn about
career opportunities:
Date:

Wednesday, October 17th

Venue:

Dolaa Commons
Lower Level 4

Time:

5:00 PM

Resume Drop Date: Thursday, October 18th
Interview Date:

Thursday, November 8th

Business Area:

Operations

To apply for a position, please visit your career
office or our website:
www.ubswarburg.com

UBS Warburg

Global careers in
investment banking
UBS Warburg is a business group of UBS AG. In the U.S., securities
underwriting, trading and brokerage activities and M&A adv.son/ activities
are conducted by UBS Warburg LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of UBS
AG that is a reg stered broker-dealer and a member of the New York
Stock Exchange and other pnnopa! exchanges and SIPC. In the U.K..
these services are provided by UBS Warburg Ltd., a wholly owned
subsidiary of UBS AG that is regulated in the U.K. by the SFA, to persons
who are not private customers i n the U. K..
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Women's soccer vs. MAAC s best to finish season^
By Mike Pignataro
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Marist. ' Loyola. Rider. The
women's soccer team looks ahead to
these top MAAC opponents in the second half of the season, where the toughest part of their schedule lies.
The lady Stags have only six regular-season games remaining, three of
which will be against some of the
MAAC's best. Fairfield will look to use
these games to help tune-up for both the
MAAC championship and possibly the
NCAA tournament as well.
The Stags will first take on Marist
next week. Both Marist and Loyola are
undefeated within the MAAC so far this
season. Fairfield then finishes the
MAAC season with Rider, who has just
one conference defeat this year, before
beginning the MAAC tournament on
November 1, in Orlando, Florida.
"Marist is a physical team that will
give us a challenge," said head coach
Maria Piechocki. "We match up better
against more technical and finesse
teams than we do physical squads. Historically against Marist, we received
yellow and even red cards, whereas
normally we do not. Marist tends to
bring out the worst in us."
Last Wednesday, Fairfield took advantage of one of the worst teams in the
MAAC. The lady Stags blanked Iona
6-0, while outshooting the Gails 25-1.
Meghan King and JulieAnne Forman
led the Stags with two goals each in the
game.
"I'm excited about our ability to be
offensively explosive," said Piechocki."

since the Peahens are
struggling to get wins and
find their way out of the
conference basement.
"We need to focus on
our game against St.
Peter's and not give in to
playing down a level,"
said Piechocki.
"We're practicing
hard and looking at each
team as we go," said junior midfielder Cristen
Cipa. ""We're not trying
to get too far ahead of ourselves, just taking it one
game at a time."
Before losing to
Siena at home last week,
Fairfield trounced Brown
University 5-2 for their
fourth straight win. The
Stags started strongly
with goals from Meghan
King and Maureen Miller
before Brown mounted a
comeback to narrow the
lead to one goal at 2-1.
Shortly thereafter,
Photo: Sports Info.
Danielle Delia Corna
Julie Anne Forman had two
scored the eventual
goals vs. Iona
- gamewinner to make the
"Rain or shine, we're going to score a lot score 3-1. Robyn Brady scored her first
or the well is just going to be dry that of what will no doubt be many goals in
day."
a Fairfield uniform to make it 4-1 going
Fairfield now stands at 4-1 in the into the half.
MAAC and 8-2 overall. The Stags next
Lindsey Pulito rounded out the
face St. Peter's on Sunday and then Marist Stags scoring late in the second half.
on Wednesday, the first of those top teams
Fairfield returns home next Wednesin the conference.
day to face MAAC-rival Marist at 7 at
St. Peter's, however, doesn't tend to Alumni Field.
pose that much of a threat to the Stags,

• ADVERTISEMENT

^Anentioir
SENIORS!!
Tickets for 202 Nights go
on sale Monday 10/15/01
7:00 pm - 9:30 pm
1018 Reef Road
DATE:
November 2, 2001
TIME:
8:00pm- 1:00am
PLACE:
Trumbull Marriott
PRICE:
$45 per person
(no dates —
just class of 2002)
*Ticket price includes
door-to-door transportation from beach, town
houses & apartments;
COMPLETE OPEN BAR|
& FOOD! .
Semi-formal attire & tix
are limited!

is on you
IPMorgan Chase is coming, and we're bringing exciting opportunities for you to join one of the premier financial services
firms in the world.
We have training programs in virtually every business we operate - exciting opportunities for exceptional people interested
in Investment Banking, Retail and Middle Market Financial Services, Private Banking, Investment Management, and other areas
such as Technology, Strategic Planning, Internal Consulting, and Human Resources.

Look for us on campus.
Middle Market Presentation

October 15th
5:00pm - 6:30pm

Dolan Commons, Lower Level 4

jpmorganchase.com/careers
An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer WF/D/V.
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'Hunt for Red Foxtober'
Stags march for 423 yards total offense in win over Marist
By Tim Sheehan
STAFF WRITER
The Fairfield football
team (3-2 overall, 3-0 MAAC)
continued its winning ways
against Marist College (0-4,02) over Columbus Day weekend,
The Stags next game on
Oct. 13 will be a non-conference battle with the University
of San Diego Toreros, in San
Diego.
The Toreros are coming
off a tough loss to mid-major
1 -AA #1 ranked team, the University of Day ton Flyers. San
Diego is currently ranked #5
in the mid-major 1-AA poll
and are 3-1 on the season.
Fairfield is ranked #11 in the
most recent poll and has a
chance to move up in the
rankings in coming weeks.
"Every team we play from
here on out is ranked above us
in the rankings. We hold our
own destiny and the game
against San Diego could be the
first step towards gaining
some national recognition for
the team," Bernard said of the
Stags' remaining schedule.
Fairfield's offensive
charge against Marist was lead
by sophomore running back
Anthony Cuppari as he gained
148 yard on 14 carries including a touchdown. Rishawd
Watson came close to eclipsing the 100-yard mark as he
rushed for 90 yards on 22 carries.
The Marist College defense was unable to contain the
high powered offense of the
Stags. Fairfield gained 423
yards of totaloffense to a mere Richawd
182 yards for the Red Foxes.
Once again, Fairfield got a strong
performance from quarterback Mike
Cerchio. Cerchio opened the scoring in
the first quarter with a touchdown
completion to Evan Bishop from nine
yards out.
Marist would keep pace with the
Stags early in the second quarter when
running back Anthony Riullano scored
from five yards out. Place kicker, Brett
Biggs hit the upright on the extra point
attempt, making the score 7-6 in favor
of the Stags.
Steve Mirasolo, the Stags' place
kicker, finished off the scoring in the first
half as he hit on a field goal attempt from
21 -yards out with only eight seconds left

Watson in action against Marist
to play in the half. Fairfield went into
the locker room with a 10-6 advantage.
The Stags dominated the second
half of the game. Steve Mirasolo got the
stags started in the second quarter as he
converted his second field goal of the day
this time from 30-yards.
Fairfield Head Coach Joe Bernard
praised Mirasolo afterwards, saying, "He
(Mirasolo) made some big kicks. He
also did a great job on kickoffs placing
the ball real well despite the wind being
a factor. He has had some struggles so
far, so it is good to see him get back on
track."

Less than five minutes later,

6 for the remainder of the
game.
Cerchio, making his third
start of the season after returning from a knee injury, remained undefeated this season
when he has started under center. He finished the day completing 15 of 30 passes for 224
and two touchdowns.
Eight different receivers
caught passes for the Stags
during the contest as Cerchio
did a great job of keeping the
Red Foxes' defense off balance.
The running game opened
up the passing game, as Fairfield rushed for 199 total yards.
Cuppari was named MAAC
offensive player of the week as
he set a new personal career
high in rushing yards for the
game.
Defensively, the Stags did
a great job in controlling
Marist's passing game. The
pass defense really stepped up
into more of a coverage defense on Saturday rather than
rushing the quarterback.
Marist was only able to complete five passes on 23 attempts by three different quarterbacks.
"We knew going in that
Marist was primarily a running
team and our focus was to control the run, which I thought
we did a good job," Bernard
said of the defense's play. "We
did not do a lot of blitzing on
the defensive end knowing that
Marist's passing game is not
very strong."
The Red Foxes were only
able to manage 10 first downs
in the game compared to 21 for
Fairfield. The Stags' defense
Photo: Sports Info. did a great job holding the Red
Foxes on third downs forcing
Marist to punt 10 times during the game.
Cuppari was able to add to the lead with
a one yard scoring punch, increasing the lead
to 20-6.
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